the leader in low-impact
landscape maintenance strategies

AGZA Verified EGO Testimonials
AGZA verified testimonials are entirely independent of tool manufacturers and
ensure accurate unbiased information is available for the public. AGZA works
hands on with these companies verifying their physical fleet of tools, batteries and
chargers. AGZA confirms their workloads and hourly use of tools to understand
battery cycles and how the tools stand up to wear and tear. All of these companies
are AGZA certified and have been trained in the use and care of electric tools for
longevity and ROI.

Dan Delventhal MowGreen, LLC - “The EGO power
plus line has been a cornerstone of our zero emission
lawn care practice. We use their mowers, blowers,
hedgers, multi-head edgers, pole hedgers, pole saws,
snow blowers, inverters, trimmers and chain saws.
The common battery across the line has simplified
things while making it easier to use all electric tools
all day. We enjoy the long run times of the 5 amp and
7.5 amp batteries. The self-propelled 21 inch mulching
mower from EGO is our standard for small units.
MowGreen has been able to grow 30% for 7 years
straight and managing the growth has been easy with
EGO, as it is readily available in variety from a local
Home Depot or Amazon. We have been using EGO
as a standard for 5 or 6 years. Our prior small mower
standard Black and Decker was replaced by EGO
back then, and EGO also replaced a prior standard of
using Worx trimmers. Mow Green plans to continue
standardizing on EGO gear, and is considering
upgrading to the new commercial line EGO has
recently released.”

Jeff K, 818 Land Maintenance – “I am an
independent operator servicing five to
seven single family homes a day in Southern
California. I was introduced to electric tools
by the American Green Zone Alliance five
years ago. One of the equipment choices
introduced to me was the EGO Power Plus
line of tools. I preferred the ergonomics of
EGO compared to the other brands I was
introduced to. I have since purchased two
self-propelled and one push mowers, one
backpack blower and two handheld blowers,
one stick edger, and one string trimmer. I
have replaced my string trimmer after three
years of commercial service. Five out of my
7 batteries are going on five years old now.
I was able to get almost four years out of
the two batteries I replaced. With the cost
savings on gas purchasing, replacement
batteries are worth the cost so far. My clients
who do not like gas are happy I have EGO
tools on my truck.”

Kevin E, Kevin’s gardening services –
“Time is money for my business. I hire
two to three helpers and speed is the key
to making a living. My guys are hard on
gas tools so when considering electric I
needed sound advice. I need tools that
are durable, reliable, and affordable.
EGO Power Plus and 56V Commercial
has fit that bill so far with my specific
business model. There is no doubt that I
am saving money on gas and two-stroke
oil mix. I will have to come clean and
admit that my EGO Commercial string
trimmer and hedge trimmer perform just
as well as my gas ones. I have not lost
any work productivity. I use the blower
every day for hardscape surfaces mostly.
I look forward to a commercial 21” walk
behind mower from EGO soon.”

Brian Daugherty, grounds maintenance operations
WU School District, Lancaster, CA - “I have been
using EGO’s equipment for over a year and couldn’t
be happier. The equipment I use is very light and
convenient and the batteries have been holding
up for over a year now with no troubles. I could
not imagine not having my ego equipment for my
daily use in my profession. It has made my job as
a groundskeeper a lot easier to handle. EGO has
exceeded my expectations and is a great company
and I hope to be using it for years to come.”

EGO BATTERIES -

AGZA testing of EGO batteries over a five year span
TEMPERATURE EXPOSURES:
Heat - EGO batteries were operated, charged, and
stored in high heat conditions in desert communities
where temperatures reach up to 116 degrees Fahrenheit.
EGO batteries were purposely charged in a metal storage container subjected to extreme
heat for a period of six months. There were no safety issues regarding thermal runaway,
fires, or expanding cells.
Cold – EGO batteries were purposely charged and stored in temperatures less than 15
degrees Fahrenheit for a two month period. Batteries were used in blowers, chainsaws,
and hedge trimmers on dead vegetation, and stick edgers with no negative effects
on performance. Batteries were also used on EGO’s snow blower with exceptional
performance.
ABUSE TESTING:
Drop tests - 100 waist level drops of EGO 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and backpack battery on asphalt
(50), concrete (25), and turf grass (25). 100 drops off the back of a Ford F250 pick-up
truck of EGO 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, and backpack battery on asphalt (50), concrete (25), and turf
grass (25). There were no cracks or significant damage of the battery housings, and no
battery failures as a result of the drop testing. In extreme abuse testing EGO batteries
were slid inside the bed of a Ford F250 pickup truck from the tailgate and crashed into
the front of the bed with robust force. This was repeated 125 times in a one week period.
No cracks or damage to the housing resulting from this abuse. All of the batteries were
still functional in all of the tools.
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